
Fieldwalking on Spelsburydown and III the 
Chadlington Area 

By ANDREW MUDD 

SUMMARY 

Systtmatic jitldwalking in a small arta of th, Oxfordshirt Cotsuoolds has indicattd Mtsolithic and 
Bron;:.! Agl occupation near a pair oj round barrows on pllsburydown, and probable Bron;:.t Agt 
occupation in the Even/odt valley; distribution oj Roman POLLiry is also mapped. A tlmlion is drawll to Jhi 
naluTf of thi flint artrfact.s (which art characteristically small and often Ttworktd) in an arlO lacking a 
readily oMi/abit sourct of good quality flint. Exttmill! {'PStimalic foldwolking is adL'ocaltd in ordtr to 
tStablish broad patltnts of prthislon"c Slltltmtnl. 

SPELSBURYDOWN 

INTRODUCTION 

Spelsburydown lies in the Cotswolds north or Spclsbury village, some 12 km. NW. or 
WoodslOck and 6km. SE. or Chipping Norton. The field (Grid Rd. centred on SP351236) 
lies al betwC'en approximalely 171}-180m. above 0.0. on a south-facing slope of the Oolitic 
Limestone ridge betwecn the rivers Clyme to the nonh and Evenlode in the south (Fig. I). 

The ridge itself was probably an important rouleway in prehistoric limes, and a 
ridgeway track, known as the "Mereway', is traceable running N\<V. towards the Cots wold 
scarp in the vicinity of the Rollright Stones. Part of this routcway, in the form of the modern 
B4026, rorms Ihe NE. boundary or the field walked. 

The prehistory of the area is not well-known , though Ncolithic occupation is attested 
to by the remains of a probable chambered tomb near Enstone (the IHoar Stone' c. 
SP37772375) and a possible one at Lidstone (now demolished). The standing Slone at 
Taslon and the 'Hawk Stone' (SP33922395) arc also presumably Neolithic or Bronze Age 
in date. 

There are three extant though heavily ploughed round barrows on the ridge. Two of 
these, now no more than O.Sm. high, lie in the field walked, which is called 'Lower 
Disslings' .' The other lies 4oom. to the north at Ihe edge or Round Hill Field. Both these 
ficldnames arc locally significant, and in this connection it is interesting to nOle a symmetry 
or field names NW. or Old Chalrord where ' Lower Ditchlings' or 'Lower Distins' 
(SI'337258) and 'Round Hill ' (SP340262) fields were the SilCS or barrows levelled in the 
19th century.' 

I Information from the Sites and Monuments Record Card in th(' County ~1useum , WoodslOck (PR.I\s 1564 
and 2292), though the source is nOt given. The field is also called ' Rug Piece' (R.T Lattey (<<I.), 'Field "iiimes of 
Enstone and Little Tew Parishes. Oxfordshire' OxoninuiD, xvii-xviii ( 1952-3), 165). 

2 V.G.H Oxon. i. 243. 
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Fig. I Spdsburydown and Chadlinglon: location of area walked 
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Fig. 2. Fif'ld D: lotal flint distribution; COlT distribution 
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IIIE StRVEY 

The surface colleClion project had the limitc..'d 31m of trying to establish the nature of 
prehistoric occupation in the proximity of the barrows, and in particular whether the 
barrows could be identified as the focus of Bronze Age settlement. An intensive collection of 
nint artefacts and the knapping debris was made from approximately half the field (which 
was all that could be covered with the time and manpower available). The area was divided 
into 50m. grid squares for purposes ofrccording, and individual finds were plotted (Fig. 2). 
The collection was made with the aid of a small number of experienced field archaeologists 
between NO\'ember 1983 and March 1984. Field conditions varied somewhat, though no 
work was done in rain or poor visibility. 

Roman pottery was also collected, and for future reference is mapped In Fig. 6. 

RI~~uLrs 

Altogether 883 flints were collected from the area walked (7.5 ha.). Of these 36 (4 per 
cent) were retouched pieces, 37 (4.2 per cent) were cores, 538 (6 1 per cent) were flakes and 
blades, and 265 (30 per cent) were 'rough waste'. 

I. flak,s and Bladts 

Only 178 (33 per cent) of the nakes and blades were complete, and their lengths, breadths, 
and breadth:length ratios were calculaled and arc shown in histogram form (Fig. 3 top). Of 
Immediatc note is the small si~e ofth{' flakes , nearly 50 per cent of which are between 1 and 
2cm. long. The absence of large flakes can be partially explained as a characteristic of the 
nint-working of the area, but it is also related to the fragmentary nature of the surviving 
surface material. As regards the brcadth:length ralios, attention should be drawn to the 
small number of ,rue blades (B:L ratio less than 2:5) and blade-like forms (B:L ratio 2:5 
-3:5), some of \\ hich, for reasons given below, are thought to belong to a Mesolithic 
occupation. 

'1'0 test an initial impression of a greater number of blades in the lower part o[the field , 
the material, both complete and broken, \\as divided into the categories 'Flakes' and 
'Bladrs', where 'Blades' were morc generally defined as parallel-sided nakes which were 
either measurably more than twic(' as long as they wcre broad, or which could reasonably 
be assumed to have been so when complete. An indeterminate 'Flake/Bladc' category was 
also included. Squares were amalgamated into groups (sec Fig. 3 Centre). It can be seen 
that, though 'he proportion of , Blades' is never high, it is highest at the bottom of the field 
(Group I) where they account for 15 per cent of the total waste material. This lends weight 
to the suggestion of a Mesolithic occupation towards the bouom of the field. 

As a further test of whether chronological difTer{'nces in the flint work could be 
distinguished spatially, lhe flillls were subjectively characterised as having light, medium 
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16 A MUDD 

or heavy palinalion (with intermediate categories). Although individual flints cannot 
rcljab)~ be given a relative chronology through the degree of palinalion on them, it is 
probably valid to say that on al.'tragt older flints will be mOfC heavily palinated. The square 
groups 1,2,3 and 4 were again compared (Fig. 3 Boltom). The results show a progressive 
decrease towards the lOp of the field in the relative quantity ofhcavily-palinalcd flint, and 
an increase in the relative quantity of moderateiy-palinalcd flint (cf. Groups 1-3) . The 
slight spatial variation in the degree of patination mi~hl be explained by field conditions, 
and this possibility, coupled with the high degree of subjectivity involved, means that no 
great weight can be attached to these observations. However, they are consistent with the 
idea of an earlier prehistoric occupation onccntratcd at the bottom of the field. 

2. COrtS 

37 cores were recovered and were divided into the following categories: single-platform, 
multi-platrorm, flake-cores (i.c. Rakes subsequently used as cores) and rough cores. The 
small size of cores, complementing the flake-size statistics, is particularly noti cable. This 
suggests that suitable material for knapping was not available in large quantities, an 
observation supported by the presence orrrused cores (e.g. Fig. 4.2 and 4.3) and relatively 
large numbers or Rake-cores (e.g. Fig. 1.5). It is , howe,er, difficult to know what these 
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small removals \\('fC being used for. The presrnc(' of a hca\'il) worn single platform COfC 

showing bladc-fcmo\-als (Fig. 4.1) supports Ihe suggestion of some sort of occupation in the 
Mesolithic period. 

3. Imp/mlmt) 

36 implements were collected. The majoril) W('fC JCrapnf. all of which can b(' classified 
as end scrapers though there was some variation in Lhe form they wok. A large 
number were produced on thIck flakes (e.g. Fi.~s. 5.1 - 5.6), one (Fig. 5.5) having lightly 
palinalcd retouch on a heavily patinatcd flake indicating the rcusC" of alr('ady \\'orkcd 
material. 

There \\-'('n' three examples of small thin ~crapers (Figs. 5.9 - 5.11), two 'pointed' 
scrapers (Figs. 5.7 dnd 5.8) and thrce miscellaneous ones. 

Four completc or broken barbrd-and-tan.~fd arrouhtadj were found (Figs. 5.12 S.IS). 
These arc lhe onl) artefacts diagnostic of the Bron/.e Age. 

There was just on(' unilaterally sH'epl) rctouched piece, probably a crude bacA-blunttd 
knift. II is like-Iy that a number of Iht' m;Jullallfous pitus also functioned as CUlling 
Implements. 

There \ ... ·ere fi\·e microlithl, the compleu.' exampks of which arc illustrated (Figs. 5.16-
5.18) The quamit) is \·er~ small and scattcred. but indicates a light l\ksolithic occupation 
already suggested by the small blade- element in the \ ... as«> assemblage and the prrsrnce of a 
blade-core. 

Dijtributioll (Fi~. 6) 

The small qualllilY and range of implcmcllls Glnnot be taken to indicatC' a pnmanelll 
occupation all Spdsburydown at any tim(' ill prehistory. A degree of activity in lh(' Bronze 
Age, probably only of a temporary nature, is indicated by tit" barhcd-and-tanged 
arrowheads, whose distribution towards the upper end of the field but at a slight distan('T 
from the barrow (with which they i.lr(' presumably contemporary) is similar to the 
distribution 01" implements gcnerally. Thc on I) dis(Tcte area of Bronze Agc occupation 
idcntifiable is in square H3, \\"h('r<.' a conc(,nlratiCJn of struck Aim included a barbed-and
tanged arrowh('ad, t\\o scrapers and two other retouched pieces. Otherwis(' there is only a 
diffuse scatter of rt'touched flint. not necessarily all Bronze Age in date. 

I IlL JLI"T~ 

Of the 883 pieces ofnint rccovered, 182 (I0.6 pcr ccnt) wert· cortical. From an examination 
()fthe~(" pieces it is apparent that bOlh nodular and gravel-derived flint were used. There is 
no good source ofnint in the immediate vicinity orSpclsburydown; the mostlikrly sOllce or 
pebble-flint would have been the ",.a\Cls or th .. Ev .. nlode valley to the south. Nodular flint 
may well have been obtained from the boulder-cia) around ~10reton-in-th('-~larsh aboUl 
l7km. to the N\\'. beyond the COlswo1d scarp. but this is by no means certain. The lilck of 
good, immediately a\·ailahle raw matcflal must ha\"(' bt'('11 the major factor influt>nring tht.: 
small size of the flint pieces found. 
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THE CHADLINGTON AREA, EVENLODE VALLEY 

THE SURVEY 

On completion of the Spclsburydown project, the second half of that field (Field D, Fig. 7) 
and three other fields ncar Chadlington (Fields A, B and C) were walked in a less intensive 
manner - in 20m. transects - and all finds ploued. The aim of the project was to put the 
original collection in a wider context; it was thought useful to contrast the type of 
occupation in the valley with that already found around the barrows on pelsburydown. 

Two of the fields (A and B, Fig. 7) lie on a gravel ' island' in the valley of the River 
Evcnlodc. Prehistoric usc of the area is indicated by artefacts previously discovered during 
gravel quarrying. A fragment of polish cd stone axe of Cornish group 1 came from a quarry 
to the cast of field A,S and what appears to have been a collared urn, inverted over a 
cremation, from a quarry to the west. I The third field (C) lies on the lower slopes of the 
Oolite just north of Eastend, ChadlinglOn. All four fields are fairly level and were walked 
between October 1984 and March 1985 under a low winter wheat crop. 

RESULTS 

The results were plotted (see Fig. 7). The smallness of the sample makes any statistical 
analysis worthless, so comments will be restricted LO general observations. 

Flints were found in all fields , though none of the densities can be described as 
particularly high. The highest density was in D (one flint every 136m. or approximately 36 
per ha.) where Bronze Age and Mesolithic occupation has already been established. 
Because of the different methods used in the two surveys in this field, the flint densities are 
difficult to compare. 

The proportion of retouched pieces from field D is remarkably high (four out of 22). 
This compares with three out of 37 in fi Ids A and B combined where there is a higher 
proportion of cores (seven out of 37). Perhaps this indicates that flint-knapping was more 
pronounced in the valley, using raw material chiefly derived from the gravels, whereas on 
Spclsburydown the principal activities involved the reworking of flakes. 

The scatter of Aints towards the bottom of field C may also suggest light occupation 
above the clay of the valley floor. However, the evidence is not very convincing and may 
rather be seen as 'background scatter'. 

The contemporaneity of occupation in these areas cannOl, ofcoursc, be demonstrated . 
The only chronologically diagnostic artefact was a broken barbed-and-tanged arrowhead 
from field A. For a similar reason Bronze Age occupation was inferred on Spclsburydown. 
The total absence of diagnostically Neolithic artefacts from any of these fields makes it 
reasonable to suppose that most of the occupation is Bronze Age, and presumably 
contemporary with the two barrows on Spelsburydown. 

COr-;CLUSIOr-; 

Results from field walking on Spelsburydown showed one major concentration of Hint 
towards the bottom centre of the field (Fig. 2). Though there is evidence of Mesolithic 

1 HE. O'Neil, 'A Creenstone A-.;(' from Dean, near Charlbury, Oxfordshire' Oxonimsia. xxiv (1959), 102 
~ E.T Leeds, 'Two Saxon Cc:melerir-s in ,",orlh Oxfordshir{'.' Oxommsia, \ (1910).24. 
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22 A MUDD 

occupalion in this area, in the form of bladclcts and a blade-core, a paucity of microliths 
makes an occupation of any substance unlikely. There is no material diagnostic of the 
N('oiilhic (e.g. leaf-shaped or transverse arrowheads), and for this reason it may be 
assumed Ihal most of the flint is associated with the Bronze Age occupation attested by the 
four barbed-and-tangcd arrowheads. 

This occupation shows a light and rather diffuse spatial pattern, except perhaps for 
one discrete duster about 100m. SE orthe barrow. Probably significantly, there is almost a 
completr absence of Rint implements within about 30m. of the barrow (Fig. 6). 

Both gravel flint and nodular flint were worked. The flint pieces were invariably v('ry 
small, probably due 10 the nature and scarcity of raw material rather than to cultural 
preference. This would make cu ltural/chronological comparisons based on the size of 
artefacts of doubtful validity in this instance. The scarcity of raw material is a lso suggested 
by the re-use or flakes for both implements and cores, and by the reworking of discarded 
cores. 

The limited quantity and range of flint implements does not suggest a permanent 
Bronze Age occupation on Spclsburydown, though the actual naLUrc of the occupation 
cannot really be estimated without comparative sLUdics in the Cots wold region. Results of 
fieldwalking in the Evenlode valley (Fi~. 7) indicate that extensive transect walking would 
be a valid and useful method of approaching the problem. Here, light Bronze Age 
occupation is suggested on one of thl' gravel islands. 


